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for the food product. The closed brief provides

opportunity to produce different solutions, but

the nature of the product is more clearly

defined so the range of possible outcomes is

limited. A particular food product is required

and there are only a few ways this can be

achieved.

Confectionery

Open design brief

‘Design a range of confectionery food
products based on the theme “faraway
places”.’

Closed design brief

‘Design a confectionery food product for the
well-off young couple who enjoy entertaining.
It should be suitable for the dessert of a
special-occasion evening meal, be part of a
series of desserts from exotic places and be
sold at up-market delicatessens.’

A range of food products is possible from the

open brief, including desserts, snacks and

sweets. In the closed brief the type of food

product, typical consumer and retail outlet are

defined. This provides a more detailed picture

of what is required.

Design Briefs

A design brief is a short statement which

describes some or all of the following:

• the sort of product that is to be made and its

purpose;

• who will use it;

• where it will be used;

• where it might be sold.

An open brief provides general guidelines and

offers opportunity for a wide range of possible

outcomes.  A closed brief is more specific and

detailed in its requirements.

Here are examples of open and closed briefs

for two lines of interest.

Food for the elderly

Open design brief

‘Design a convenience food product that will
appeal to the elderly.’

Closed design brief

‘Design a low-cost, long shelf-life convenience
food product that will provide a main-meal dish
suitable for the low-income elderly to be sold
at a major supermarket chain.

The open brief provides the designer with

freedom to explore a wide range of possibilities
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Specifying the product

You will need to develop the design brief into a

performance specification. This will provide a

list of criteria against which you can assess

your design as it develops.

The performance specification will always:

• describe what the product has to do. For a

food product this usually means a

description of its taste (flavours and

textures), nutritional requirements and shelf-

life;

• describe what the product should look like.

For a food product you will need to think

about colours, shapes and sizes;

• state any other requirements that need to be

met; for example:

– what ingredients it should be made from;

– how it should be stored and prepared once

purchased;

– how much it should cost to manufacture;

– possible production levels, one-off, batch or

bulk production;

– legal requirements to be met in its

development and sale;

– environmental considerations and

requirements;

– how it should be packed for particular retail

outlets.

The following panels give examples of

performance specifications and products that

meet their requirements.

Food product for a diabetic

What it has to do: provide the main dish of the

day (no more than 400 calories).

Nutritional requirements: controlled in

carbohydrate, no sugar, artificial sweeteners

permitted.

Shelf-life: up to three months in the freezer.

Flavour: mainly savoury.

Texture: tender, generally soft but should

require chewing, occasional crunchiness.

What it should look like: be presented as a

single meal.

Other requirements:

• easy to prepare;

• suitable for microwave or conventional

cooking;

• suitable for home-freezing;

• suitable for short batch production;

• relatively inexpensive – middle-range

convenience food;

• ingredients can include meat or fish.
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New Potato products

What it should do: provide a novelty, sweet,

cold, dessert dish.

Nutritional requirements: to provide a high

energy boost when eaten as a snack.

Shelf-life: up to three months in the freezer.

What it should look like: a stiff, smooth jelly

that keeps the shape of the container.

Other requirements:

• use potato or potato flour as the main

ingredient;

• use fruit, fruit flavourings and colours as

other ingredients;

• suitable for home-freezing;

• easy-release packaging for dessert or eat

from the package as a snack;

• should appeal to the novelty dessert/snack

market for children aged  5–12.


